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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Trait-based  studies  have  become  extremely  common  in  plant  ecology.  Trait-based  approaches  often
rely  on  the  tacit  assumption  that  intraspecific  trait variability  (ITV)  is  negligible  compared  to  interspe-
cific  variability,  so  that  species  can  be characterized  by  mean  trait values.  Yet,  numerous  recent  studies
have challenged  this  assumption  by showing  that  ITV  significantly  affects  various  ecological  processes.
Accounting  for  ITV may  thus  strengthen  trait-based  approaches,  but  measuring  trait  values  on a  large
number  of  individuals  per  species  and  site  is not  feasible.  Therefore,  it is important  and  timely  to  synthe-
size  existing  knowledge  on ITV  in order  to (1)  decide  critically  when  ITV  should  be considered,  and  (2)
establish  methods  for incorporating  this  variability.  Here  we propose  a practical  set  of  rules  to  identify
circumstances  under  which  ITV  should  be accounted  for.  We  formulate  a spatial  trait  variance  partition-
ing  hypothesis  to highlight  the  spatial  scales  at which  ITV  cannot  be ignored  in  ecological  studies.  We
then  refine  a set  of four consecutive  questions  on the  research  question,  the  spatial  scale,  the  sampling
design,  and  the  type  of  studied  traits,  to determine  case-by-case  if a given  study  should  quantify  ITV and

test  its effects.  We  review  methods  for quantifying  ITV  and  develop  a step-by-step  guideline  to  design
and  interpret  simulation  studies  that  test  for the  importance  of  ITV.  Even  in the  absence  of quantitative
knowledge  on  ITV,  its effects  can  be  assessed  by varying  trait  values  within  species  within  realistic  bounds
around  the  known  mean  values.  We  finish  with  a discussion  of  future  requirements  to further  incorporate
ITV  within  trait-based  approaches.  This  paper  thus  delineates  a general  framework  to account  for  ITV  and
suggests a direction  towards  a more  quantitative  trait-based  ecology.
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The quest for general rules linking species, biodiversity, ecosys-
em functioning and environmental gradients has concerned plant
cologists for decades, leading to the emergence of functional ecol-
gy (Calow, 1987). This conceptual domain suggests describing
pecies by their biological characteristics through the measure-

ent of functional traits – features measurable at the individual

evel that contribute to fitness either directly (performance traits
ensu Violle et al., 2007) or indirectly (functional traits sensu
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iolle et al., 2007). Plant functional traits can describe an organ-
sm’s biological activity and directly influence species interactions
e.g. competition, mutualism, and predation) and the properties of
ommunities and ecosystems (Naeem and Wright, 2003; Hooper
t al., 2005; Grime, 2006). Extensively used during the last two
ecades, trait-based approaches have provided general insights
uch as the well-known “leaf economics spectrum” which distin-
uishes species according to their resource uptake dynamics from
cquisitive to conservative (Wright et al., 2004; Freschet et al.,
010).

In most previous studies, species have been described by mean
rait values, regardless of environmental or genetic context. The

ey tenet behind this practice was the use of “robust” traits, i.e.
raits for which intraspecific trait variability (ITV, Box 1 ) can
e neglected compared to interspecific variability (BTV where B
tands for between-species, Garnier et al., 2001; Al Haj Khaled
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Box 1: What is intraspecific trait variability?
Definition
Intraspecific trait variability (ITV, also termed intraspecific functional variability or within-species trait variability)  is the overall

variability of trait values and trait syndromes (sets of trait values including trait trade-offs) expressed by individuals within a species.
Sources of ITV
ITV expresses a species’ ability to respond to environmental variation through two mechanisms (Geber and Griffen, 2003): (1)

Adaptation – Genetic variability is the phenotypic variability between individual genotypes (Hughes et al., 2008). Largely discussed in
the evolutionary literature, genetic variability is at the same time the result of evolutionary processes (genetic drift, mutation, selection,
migration) and the raw material for species future evolution (Fisher, 1930); (2) Acclimation or phenotypic plasticity is the potential of
each individual genotype to produce multiple phenotypes under various environmental conditions (DeWitt et al., 1998). It is the trait
variability resulting from environmental heterogeneity in space, time or during an individual’s lifetime (Coleman et al., 1994).

ITV results from both mechanisms and their interaction (Scheiner and Lyman, 1991) and cannot be restricted to the one or the other
(Coleman et al., 1994; Grassein et al., 2010). Consequently, the same amount of ITV can result from different combinations of genetic and
environmental variabilities (Bolnick et al., 2003): few highly plastic genotypes, many  non-plastic genotypes, or many plastic genotypes.
Populations with such contrasting genetic compositions would then have similar trait values distributions but would be expected to
have different short- and long-term responses to environmental changes.

Structure of ITV
ITV includes variability arising from different spatio-temporal scales and ecological organizational levels and can then be decomposed

into three main components. (i) Population-level variability (ITVpop): the differences in trait values between populations of a single
species. ITVpop can be due to different genotypic compositions of populations but also to the plastic response of genotypes to different
environmental conditions (e.g. bioclimatic, disturbance, Sandquist and Ehleringer, 1997). ITVpop also occurs temporally, all individuals
within a population being affected simultaneously by a temporal variability in the environment, such as seasonality or between-years
variability (e.g. for precipitation, Turner et al., 2008); population’ mean trait value thus follows these fluctuations (see Supporting
Information for an example). (ii) Between-individual variability (ITVBI) (or individual variability, Bolnick et al., 2003): the trait variability
within a given population. ITVBI can be due to the co-existence of different genotypes and also to different plasticity of these different
genotypes to environmental conditions such as stress (e.g. soil pH), resources availability (e.g. water, light), disturbance (e.g. mowing)
or biotic interactions (e.g. competition). (iii) Within-individual variability (ITVWI) (or intra-individual variability, Bolnick et al., 2003): the
ability of trait values to vary within individuals (or clones for clonal species). ITVWI can be due to spatial heterogeneity (e.g. sun vs.
shadow leaves, Richardson et al., 2001) and also to temporal variability through processes such as phenology (trait value depending on
the season over one year), ontogeny (trait value depending on the age of a given organ or of the whole organisms, Coleman et al., 1994),
or individual trait value responding to environmental variability over time (e.g. seasonality, climate change). Finally within-individual
variability can be due to individual history, current trait values within the individual being influenced by former disease or disturbance
that some organs have overcome.

For instance, Albert et al. (2010b) found for Vaccinium myrtillus: 8% of ITVpop, 37% of ITVBI and 55% of ITVWI for leaf dry matter
content (ratio of dry to fresh leaf mass).

Magnitude of ITV
In higher plants, traits have been found to be unevenly variable. Leaf dry matter content (LDMC) has been found to be less plastic

than specific leaf area (SLA, Garnier et al., 2001; Reich et al., 1999), leaf pH has been found to have little variability (Cornelissen et al.,
2011). Traits associated with resource uptake seem to be largely variable (Violle et al., 2009b). Even reproductive traits that were thought
to be less plastic (Schmid, 1992) are more (e.g. seed nitrogen content) or less (e.g. seed mass) variable (Violle et al., 2009a).  Species
are also not evenly variable and traits can display idiosyncratic response curves along abiotic gradients (see Supporting Information,

08).
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Albert et al., 2010b; Cornelissen et al., 2003; Mokany and Ash, 20

t al., 2005; McGill et al., 2006). Three main reasons have led
o the common thinking that ITV is much smaller than BTV (the
TV < BTV assumption, Reich et al., 1999; Wilson et al., 1999; Garnier
t al., 2001): (1) the search for general patterns at the interspecific
evel (Wright et al., 2004), (2) the establishment of standard-
zed protocols (Cornelissen et al., 2003) aiming at reducing ITV,
3) and the neglect of ITV in most trait databases (Albert et al.,
010b). Plant traits are however variable within species, depend-

ng on genetic, developmental, and environmental factors (Bonnier,
887; Coleman et al., 1994). In evolutionary biology it is even well
stablished that ITV (genetic variability, see Box 1) is a necessary
ondition for species to adapt to environmental changes (Ridley,
003).

There is now increasing evidence challenging the ITV < BTV
ssumption and questioning whether or not it is a sufficient con-
ition to ignore ITV in trait-based plant ecology. First, recent
xamples showed that this assumption is not always met  (Lecerf
nd Chauvet, 2008; Messier et al., 2010). For instance, Messier et al.
2010) found approximately equal partitioning of variance in LDMC

leaf dry matter content) and LMA  (leaf dry mass per fresh area)
ithin and among tree species in tropical forests. Second, even
hen the ITV < BTV assumption is valid, ITV could still play a cru-

p
f
s

ial role. For instance, in grassland communities, Jung et al. (2010)
emonstrated that the incorporation of ITV improves the detec-
ion of non-random community assembly mechanisms. In addition,
TV was found to have significant effects on various community
nd ecosystem processes. For instance, direct effects of ITV were
hown on community assembly (Cornwell and Ackerly, 2009; Jung
t al., 2010), nutrient cycles (Lecerf and Chauvet, 2008; but see
rutsinger et al., 2009) and crop resistance to disease (Garrett et al.,
009).

When ITV should be accounted for in trait-based plant ecology
s now open to debate (Kraft and Ackerly, 2009; Lake and Ostling,
009; Bolnick et al., 2011). It is still unrealistic and incompatible
ith labor and financial means generally available for ecological

tudies (Baraloto et al., 2010) to measure every trait value for every
ndividual from every species within every type of ecosystem and
n every environmental condition. Hence, in order to move toward

 more predictive and quantitative science (Westoby and Wright,
006), functional ecology has to identify those circumstances under
hich it is important to quantify ITV. In the following, we propose

ractical decision rules to assess when it is important to account
or ITV and a guideline to quantify ITV and test its ecological con-
equences.
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Fig. 1. Hypothetical changes in the magnitude of interspecific and intraspecific trait
variability (BTV and ITV, respectively) over geographical scales (and a gradient of
increasing environmental heterogeneity): the spatial variance partitioning (SVP)
assumption. ITV is saturating when scale is widening, following an asymptotic func-
tion: for each study species, a broad scale means that its whole range is included
and thus its whole potential ITV. Interspecific trait variability keeps on increasing,
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ntil the whole biosphere is included: studies at broader scales include contrasting
iomes and the studied species are typically functionally more different. At broader
cales, interspecific variability thus becomes relatively larger than ITV.

hen should ITV be considered?

Plant traits are unevenly variable (Box 1). However, knowing
hich traits are more or less variable is not enough to evaluate
hen ITV might affect the outcome of ecological studies. Indeed

actors other than trait variability per se (ITV’s magnitude), such
s ITV’s structure, play a crucial role in this effect (e.g. Albert et al.,
011). The particular circumstances under which it is important
o quantify ITV should then be identified. In this section we give
ractical decision rules on when studies in functional plant ecology
hould consider ITV. As a basis for the derivation of these rules, we
rst formulate a general hypothesis about the relative importance
f BTV and ITV across spatial scales. This hypothesis is developed
long a spatial dimension only. Though important in general (see
ox 1 and Supporting Information), the temporal dimension of
rait variation is not emphasized in the following section, since
esearchers are unlikely to measure traits across a wide range of
emporal scales.

elative importance of BTV and ITV: a spatial trait variance
artitioning hypothesis

Trait-based ecological studies encompass various geographi-
al scales (from local to global) and various levels of biological
rganization (e.g. population, community, biome). We  argue that
he relative importance of ITV and BTV changes in a predictable
ay with the studied organizational and spatial scale. We  term

his hypothesis the ‘spatial variance partitioning’ (SVP) hypothesis
Fig. 1) and develop below its core tenets.

1) The extent of ITV saturates as the scale of study widens, follow-
ing an asymptotic function. This is because widening the study
scale tends to increase the environmental and genetic variabil-
ity that is included (Box 1). In particular at large scales, the

entire environmental ranges of species are included and thus
their whole potential ITV is considered (Violle and Jiang, 2009).

2) The extent of BTV continues to increase with increasing spa-
tial scale until the entire biosphere is included since studies
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at broader scales include contrasting biomes and thus species
with greater functional variation.

3) At the community level, assembly rules (Weiher and Keddy,
1999) make it more complex to disentangle the relative magni-
tude of ITV and BTV, both being probably relatively low. Habitat
filtering indeed reduces both ITV and BTV through adaptation
to abiotic constraints (Weiher and Keddy, 1999; Jung et al.,
2010), while niche differentiation can reduce ITV (reduction of
niche width through increasing species packing) and increase
BTV (Gubsch et al., 2011). Indeed, as stated by MacArthur and
Wilson (1967),  the limit of coexistence (limiting similarity)
depends on the ratio between interspecific niche differences
(defined by BTV) and species’ niche width (i.e. ITV).

From these three tenets, it follows that at broadest (organiza-
ional or spatial) scales, BTV is relatively larger than ITV, whereas
TV gains in importance as the scale of study decreases. At interme-
iate spatial scales, ITV can be both higher (Fig. 1, options 2 or 3) or

ower (option 1) than BTV, ITV and BTV both having relatively large
agnitudes. As first evidence, He et al. (2009) found in Chinese

rasslands that both inter- and intraspecific variability explained
ubstantial amounts of trait–trait relationships. Of course, this SVP
ssumption needs to be tested further, which might soon be doable
hrough the development of more finely resolved trait databases
Kattge et al., 2011). It could be particularly valuable to identify
he scales at which ITV becomes less important than BTV (i.e. the
ntersection point of the two curves in Fig. 1).

hen ecological studies should consider ITV: a user guideline

We offer a set of rules to guide the decision on when ITV should
e accounted for in trait-based ecological studies. This guideline

s based on four consecutive questions (Qi, Fig. 2) which allow
etermining case-by-case whether ITV can be neglected in a given
tudy.

First, one should ask (Q1) whether the study explicitly encom-
asses ITV. This is especially the case (case A in Fig. 2) (i) if ITV

s concerned by selective pressures, so that traits may  be subject
o evolutionary changes such as in long-term biodiversity experi-

ents (e.g. Park Grass experiment: Silvertown et al., 2006); (ii) if
ean trait values are clearly not sufficient to adequately describe

he process of interest compared to extreme values of traits, as in
he case of long-distance seed dispersal by wind which may  criti-
ally depend on the frequency of seeds with extremely low terminal
alling velocities (illustration in Box 2 ); (iii) in studies focusing on
rait variability, such as when we are interested in trait response
urves along environmental gradients.

If these conditions are not met, one should address the sec-
nd question (Q2) related to the spatial scale of the study. (i)
lobal – According to the SVP hypothesis (see above) we can be
onfident ignoring ITV if the study extent is broad enough – i.e.
ncompasses high environmental heterogeneity, several biomes or
ntire species ranges (niches) (case B in Fig. 2). In addition species
omposition little overlaps across sites. Studies dealing with plant
unctional strategies (Diaz et al., 2004), leaf economic spectrum
Wright et al., 2004) or biogeography (Swenson and Weiser, 2010)
t global scale, and studies defining plant types for global vegeta-
ion modeling (Sitch et al., 2003) fall into this category. (ii) Regional

 In the case of regional-scale studies encompassing intermedi-
te levels of environmental variation, the SVP assumption predicts
arge magnitudes of both ITV and BTV (Fig. 1). We  then suggest

ddressing question Q3a regarding the way study species were cho-
en. For species-centered studies, species are selected according to
he research question and study sites are consequently selected
ased on the presence of these species (as in Albert et al., 2010a).
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ig. 2. A guideline for when ecological studies should consider ITV. This guideline is
hether ITV can be neglected in a given study.

e  then expect a large part of ITV to be included for the study
pecies and consequently ITV to be relatively large compared to
TV. In this case, ITV should be considered (case C in Fig. 2). For
ite-centered studies, sites are selected according to the research
uestion and study species are distributed across these sites (case

 in Fig. 2, e.g. all the species present in several communities along
n environmental gradient as in Cornwell and Ackerly, 2009). One
an thus expect that BTV created by species turnover between sites
s larger than ITV (but see He et al., 2009). For instance, in a Cali-
ornian forest, Cornwell and Ackerly (2009) attributed 86% of the
elationship between SLA (specific leaf area) and soil water con-
ent to species turnover and only 14% to ITV. In this latter case,
he effect of ITV should at least be tested (see section below) or
he question Q3b be addressed (case D in Fig. 2). (iii) Local – In
ocal scale studies, when the environment can be considered as
omogeneous, we suggest addressing the question Q3b concerning
he study objectives and the variables under scrutiny (illustration
n Box 2). If the study deals with response traits (traits associated

ith the response of plants to environmental factors, Lavorel and
arnier, 2002), ITV should be accounted for, or at least, its effects
hould be tested with simulation tests (see below, case E in Fig. 2).
his is the case when studying community dynamics. The dynam-
cs of interest may  depend on the distribution of trait values of each
pecies. This is particularly true when studying functional distances
etween species (Jung et al., 2010), distance-derived functional
iversity indices (Cianciaruso et al., 2009; Albert et al., 2011), or

hen defining species niches (Sugiyama, 2003; Violle and Jiang,

009). On the contrary, if the study deals with effect traits (traits
hat determine effects of plants on ecosystem function, Lavorel and
arnier, 2002), neglecting ITV and representing species by their

(
t
a
m

 on four ordered major questions (Qi) which allow the determination, case-by-case,

ean trait values is a reasonable assumption (case F in Fig. 2, see
ox 2). This is the case when dealing with ecosystem functioning at

 given time (Diaz et al., 2007), which is chiefly determined by trait
alues of the dominant contributors to plant biomass (biomass ratio
ypothesis, Grime, 1998) and thus predictable from the commu-
ity biomass-weighted mean trait values (e.g. Garnier et al., 2004)
hat showed low sensitivity to ITV (Lavorel et al., 2008; Albert et al.,
011). On the other hand, ITV should not be neglected when study-

ng ecosystem functioning response over long time scales, because
t implies species turnover and might be more influenced by the
ariance of the trait value distribution (Norberg et al., 2001).

ow to account for ITV in plant ecological studies?

When the guideline above suggests accounting for ITV or test-
ng its effect in a trait-based plant ecology study (e.g. case E in
ig. 2), one should (1) quantify it and (2) test the sensitivity of the
ariable under scrutiny to ITV’s effect with virtual simulation tests.
he following section will develop and discuss these two points.

uantifying ITV

As we  cannot account for every environmental and genetic fac-
or in measuring traits, quantifying ITV in terms of response curves

or only in terms of magnitude, Box 1) for each trait in each species
hus requires using partial data. Such data must be collected with
ppropriate protocols and analyzed with appropriate statistical
ethods.
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Box 2: Simulation case studies
1 – Modelling colonization of habitat fragments by
wind-dispersed seeds
Question – How might ITV in the terminal falling velocity of
seeds (a key dispersal trait) affect the probability that wind dis-
perses a seed to a habitat fragment located at a certain distance
from the mother plant?
“When?” decision rules – Following the guideline in Fig. 2, the
answer to question 1 is YES (case A) since extremely low val-
ues of terminal velocity are known to enhance long distance
dispersal by wind (Kuparinen et al., 2007). Hence, it seems
worthwhile to assess potential effects of ITV in this case.
Simulation example – Two key functional traits affect seed dis-
persal by wind: release height and the terminal velocity of
seeds. When parameterized with mean values of these two
traits for Lactuca serriola, a mechanistic model for seed dis-
persal by wind (Katul et al., 2005) predicts that the per-seed
probability of reaching a given habitat fragment drops quickly
with distance to the fragment (black full curve in Fig. 3). This
changes drastically when one considers variability in the ter-
minal falling velocity of individual seeds (while release height
remains constant). ITV in this seed trait, which may arise
from between-seed variation in morphology or mass, strongly
increases the average probability of a seed to reach a distant
habitat fragment (grey dotted curve in Fig. 3), even though the
mean trait values remain unchanged.
Conclusion – The mechanistic model clearly shows that ITV
cannot be neglected in this case study as results with and with-
out ITV are markedly different. The reliable quantification of
long-distance dispersal probabilities in L. serriola thus requires
an estimate of ITV in terminal velocity (Schurr et al., 2007). If
one still decides not to account for ITV, one can use the mecha-
nistic model to estimate the consequences of this decision: the
probability of colonization over 800 m is 106-fold higher with
ITV than without. This gives an estimation of the error made
when neglecting ITV to estimate long distance dispersal.
2 – Simulating trait distribution in a species assemblage
Question – How might ITV affect the distribution of trait values
within a species assemblage?
“When?” decision rules – Following the guideline (Fig. 2), one
will answer NO to question 1 and LOCAL to question 2. As
for question 3b, deciding whether to include ITV or not in the
subsequent study depends on the study objectives.
Simulation example – Let us consider a virtual community with
five co-occurring species and 100 individuals (Fig. S2). Species
abundances are obtained from a uniform distribution between
0 and 100 and then divided by their sum. Species mean trait
values follow a normal distribution N(18,18 × 0.3). How much
ITV is there in the study system? How to proceed for multiple
study species? All species are considered as evenly variable
(CV = 0 or 0.2). How do traits vary? ITV is stochastic; trait values
follow a normal distribution (only ITVBI).
Conclusion – The overall distributions of individuals’ trait val-
ues with and without ITV are always fairly similar (Fig. 4) but
can be very different from the distribution of species mean trait
values within the community (Fig. 4 middle or right). ITV has
thus small effect on mean community properties that depends
on community weighted mean trait (case F in Fig. 2). In con-
trast, ITV strongly modifies the way dissimilarities between
species are seen. Without ITV, the functional distance (or dis-
similarity) between species 1 and species 5 is fixed, while with
ITV dissimilarities between species 1 and 5 result in a dis-
tance distribution (inserts in Fig. 4). ITV thus potentially has a
strong effect on species coexistence and on the calculation of
all indices derived from functional dissimilarities such as Rao
quadratic entropy or other functional diversity indices (case E,
Fig. 2).
A third case study dealing with ITV in time is developed in
Supporting Information.

Fig. 3. Effect of ITV in the terminal falling velocity of seeds on the probability that
wind-dispersed seeds colonize a habitat fragment at a given distance (case study 1
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n  Box 2). The large figure compares predictions of a mechanistic model that ignore
TV (black full curve) with predictions assuming variability (grey dotted curve) in
he terminal velocity of individual seeds (see insert).

ata resources to quantify ITV
Information on functional traits stems from large databases,

xperiments under controlled conditions and from field sampling.
hese different sources of information differ in their suitability for
uantifying ITV. (i) Large worldwide trait databases that emerged
ecently (Kattge et al., 2011) generally contain trait data at the
pecies, or at best at the population level, with little information
n ITV. Moreover, traits are unevenly represented (few information
or traits that are hard or expensive to measure, e.g. root length,
utrient contents for all organs, ı13C), ITVBI and ITVWI (respec-
ively between-individual and within-individual variability, Box
) poorly recorded and no genetic information is available. (ii)
xperiments have the advantage of enabling trait measurements
nder controlled environmental conditions. However, experimen-
al conditions may  differ strongly from field conditions and can
herefore lead to unrealistic data on ITV. For instance, Mokany and
sh (2008) showed strong differences in traits values (e.g. SLA,
hoot biomass) between pots and field individuals and Poorter
nd De Jong (1999) systematically observed lower SLA values (but
ame species ranking) in field than in laboratory conditions. (iii)
ield sampling designed to determine the response curve of a trait
long an environmental gradient can provide useful complemen-
ary information on ITV.

ampling protocols to accurately assess ITV
Standardized protocols have been developed for trait mea-

urements (Weiher et al., 1999; Cornelissen et al., 2003; Lavorel
t al., 2008), establishing how to select populations (e.g. pop-
lations in well-lit environments), individuals (e.g. healthy and
exually mature) and leaves (young but fully expanded with-
ut obvious damage: frost, disease, herbivory, Cornelissen et al.,
003). Specifically developed to study herbaceous species and to

ink functional diversity and ecosystem functioning, these pro-

ocols should now be extended to other life forms, in particular
n trees where within-individual variability is high (Richardson
t al., 2001; Messier et al., 2010). However, we believe that sam-
ling methodology should depend on the study objectives (Albert
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t al., 2010c).  In particular when analyzing community assembly,
r the effects of biotic interactions (e.g. herbivory or competi-
ion) on species performance or community attributes (e.g. species
ichness, functional composition), individuals should be randomly
elected (de Bello et al., 2010). All the individuals of all the coex-
sting species are involved in these processes, independently of
heir age or whether they are damaged or not. As for the sam-
ling effort, estimation of variance of trait values in species-rich
lant communities requires considerable effort (Baraloto et al.,
010) and Hulshof and Swenson (2010) showed that more than
0 individuals per species are necessary to be able to reliably
istinguish tree species based on their leaf traits in a dry tropical
orest.

tatistical methods to estimate ITV
Different statistical methods can be used to estimate ITV, from

imple distribution moment estimation to complex mixed models
arameterization.

A trait can be considered as a random variable drawn from a
robability distribution, the choice of which (e.g. Normal, Binomial,
oisson) depends on the trait properties (e.g. categorical, continu-
us). As a simple example, let the trait yi of the ith individual follow

 normal distribution with mean � and variance �2 (illustration in
ox 2).

i∼N(�, �2) (1)

ITV can be estimated by computing the central moments of the
rait distribution (e.g. variance), its quantiles or its coefficient of
ariation (CV = �/�). CV has the advantage that it is dimensionless,
o estimate ITV relative to the population or species mean, and to
e comparable within and between species.

Though largely sufficient for many trait-based ecology studies,
his approach has two pitfalls: (1) it does not account for measure-

ent errors (Clark et al., 2003; Vieilledent et al., 2010) that might
emain even when using standardized protocols to reduce them as
uch as possible; (2) it is not able to depict the numerous sources

f ITV (i.e. genetic, environmental) and its complex structure (i.e.
opulation vs. individual; time vs. space), as well as to describe
esponse curve of traits along gradients (Box 1). Therefore, in a
ore complex way, ITV can be estimated with hierarchical mixed
odels that can quantify the components of variability result-

ng from each source (variance partitioning), and assessing trait
esponse curves along environmental gradients while accounting
or the sampling strategy by which data have been collected. The
ull statistical model would include genetic, environmental and
nteraction sources as well as spatial and temporal structure (Box
). The trait value yit of the ith individual at time t can be expressed
s follows:

it ∼ N(fixed :Gi + Eit+ Gi × Eit, random :Si + Tt,�
2) (2)

This model includes fixed effects for the genotype (Gi), the envi-
onment (Eit) and the genetic × environment interaction (Gi × Eit),

 and E representing respectively single or various alleles and envi-
onmental variables. It also includes random effects structuring the
otentially large residual variability (Clark, 2010). Si gives the space
andom effect, such as Si ∼ N(0,VS) and can also be a nested effect
f several levels are represented hierarchically (population, gradi-
nts, as in Albert et al., 2010b; Messier et al., 2010). Tt gives the
ime random effect, such as Tt ∼ N(0,VT). The full model requires
arge datasets for the estimation of the numerous parameters. As an

ndication, we can say that at least 10 individuals (respectively 10
epeated observations) are necessary to estimate VS (respectively
T), so around 100 measurements in total per species (Vieilledent
t al., 2010). Sub-models of Eq. (2) require less data and have
olution and Systematics 13 (2011) 217– 225

lready been used, such as models including only a hierarchical spa-
ial structure (Si, Hulshof and Swenson, 2010; Messier et al., 2010)
r models including a hierarchical spatial structure and fixed envi-
onmental effects (Si and Ei, Albert et al., 2010b; Scheepens et al.,
010).

esting the importance of ITV with simulation studies

The decision to include ITV can also be motivated (e.g. cases
, C, E, Fig. 2) by virtual ecology simulations (Zurell et al., 2010),

.e. by simulating ITV in a realistic way based on real mean trait
ata for the studied species and on our current knowledge of ITV
drivers, structure, extent, Box 1). Simulation tests are a powerful
valuation framework that can be used: (1) before starting a study
o evaluate the sensitivity of the variables (e.g. functional diversity)
nder scrutiny to ITV (Courbaud et al., 2010); (2) to account for ITV
hen not enough data is available; (3) to assess how robust results

re to different amounts of ITV (Lichstein et al., 2007). A guideline
o develop such simulation tests is proposed in the following and
llustrated in Box 2 (see also Supporting Information).

To design simulation tests one should first address the three
ollowing questions:

1) How much ITV is there in the study system? The above section
(Quantifying ITV) can help answering this question. When no
quantification is available, one can use a range of � or CV to
test different levels of variability (e.g. Cianciaruso et al., 2009;
e.g. Albert et al., 2011) using realistic orders of magnitude of
ITV for different traits that can be found in the literature (e.g.
Cornelissen et al., 2003; e.g. Albert et al., 2010b). One should
also ask whether traits under investigation are evenly variable
(see Box 1 and Albert et al., 2011).

2) How do traits vary? Three forms of ITV can be simulated.
(i) Stochastic ITV: the sources of ITV being unknown, traits val-

ues are then considered as a random variable following a
distribution of probability (e.g. a normal distribution, N(�,
�2)). This way  of dealing with ITV substitutes for limited
knowledge of actual mechanisms, but a random compo-
nent can also be structured in space or time (Vieilledent
et al., 2010).

(ii) Deterministic ITV: ITV being contingent on a factor, such as
an environmental gradient (e.g. temperature) or a known
genetic factor, trait values are then considered as a function
of this factor (E, G, their interaction). Intraspecific response
curves of traits along gradients are now better described
(Fonseca et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2006; Thuiller et al.,
2010) and can help define the function E.

(iii) Combinations of deterministic and stochastic ITV: ITV is con-
tingent on known and unknown environmental factors.
Traits then follow a normal distribution whose mean is
function of an environmental gradient N(E, �2) (and/or a
genetic factor, G).

3) How to proceed for multiple study species? One  should ask
whether some species are more variable than others and how
their trait values vary simultaneously in the environment (see
Albert et al., 2011). Are their ITVs driven by the same sources or
factors and then, can their ITVs be represented in the same way
(stochastic vs. deterministic)? Is the relative order of species
values for a given trait always maintained (do response curves

intersect) or can it be reversed in specific conditions? Answer-
ing these questions will lead to realistic definitions of functions
Ej (for the species j) and distributions of traits values for the
different species.
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Fig. 4. Trait values distributions for three simulation runs for case study 2 in Box 2 – species mean trait values (grey segments), species mean trait values distribution (full
b nd w
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lack  curve), individuals’ trait values distribution without ITV (grey dotted curve) a
ensity represents their relative abundance in the assemblage. The insert graphs g
pecies  1 and 5 with ITV (curve) and without ITV (segment).

Once these questions are answered, one can create semi-virtual
atasets containing trait values defined from the true mean trait
alues and the chosen levels (question 1) and forms of ITV (question
), and carry out ecological calculations (e.g. functional diversity) or
nalyses (e.g. test for assembly rules) in the same way as one would
rocess empirical data. Comparing the results obtained with and
ithout various forms of ITV helps to quantify the potential benefit

f studying ITV and make informed decisions on whether to neglect
t or not, depending on the expected reliability. This requires setting
cceptable error levels as done in statistical tests (e.g. 5%). If the tol-
rated error level is exceeded, one will have to use local trait values
nd not means (see Albert et al., 2011). For stochastic or determin-
stic and stochastic ITV, repeating the simulations multiple times

ill give confidence intervals for error assessment.

onclusion and future directions

It is our hope that this article will stimulate discussion and
houghts as to when and how accounting for ITV in trait-based
lant ecology and help move this conceptual domain to a more
uantitative approach. We  proposed a first set of rules and steps
o orientate the inclusion of ITV in ecological studies from concep-
ual design of the study to sampling protocols and simulation tests.
hree main lines of research seem promising for the future devel-
pment of quantitative trait-based ecology and the improvement
f the guidelines presented here.

. ITV should be better quantified throughout plant biomes. This
is a time-consuming task that should be done in absolute terms
(magnitude of ITV, Box 1), and also in relative terms, i.e. deter-
mining how ITV is structured (ITVpop, ITVBI, ITVWI, Box 1), what
are its main sources (genetic vs. environmental, Box 1) and its
main drivers (e.g. climate). Realistic orders of magnitude and
possible ranges of relative importance of each component or
drivers are necessary to elaborate realistic and useful simulation
tests of ITV in the future. Moreover, as stated earlier, quantita-
tive evidence to evaluate our SVP assumption is still lacking. In
particular the intermediate scales (regional) have been poorly
studied in this respect. Finally, ITV should more often be quan-
tified in terms of relationships between traits and gradients
(Pulliam, 2000; Sugiyama, 2003). These response curves have
to be investigated at the intraspecific level as they cannot be
extrapolated from interspecific response curves (Abrams, 1994;

Ryser and Eek, 2000; Albert et al., 2010b).

. Future studies should preferentially consider individuals’ trait
syndromes (set of traits), as it is not single traits but the
entire trait syndrome that influences individuals’ fitness (Marks
ith ITV (black dotted curve). Trait values distribution within species (grey curves),
e distribution of functional distances that are possible between individuals from

and Lechowicz, 2006; Wilson and Nussey, 2009). Meziane and
Shipley (1999) and Ryser and Eek (2000) indeed emphasized
how important it is to regard phenotypic plasticity at the whole
plant level, because traits are not independent and respond
together due to trade-offs between different plant functions
(Díaz and Cabido, 1997). To do so, Wilson and Nussey (2009)
suggested using multivariate methods (e.g. Albert et al., 2010a)
that would help integrating ecological and evolutionary per-
spectives on individual ‘quality’ (and thus variability). Further
considering an individual’s syndrome is however not straight-
forward as simultaneous measures of many traits are required,
as well as a good knowledge on which trait(s) affects individ-
ual fitness. Intraspecific trade-offs indeed seem to be different
from interspecific trade-offs, as shown for the architecture of
hydraulic systems in trees (Martinez-Vilalta et al., 2009) or the
trade-off between leaf traits and vegetative height (Albert et al.,
2010a),  and should consequently be studied more deeply (He
et al., 2009).

. As already suggested by Hughes et al. (2008) collaborative
research in evolutionary and ecological ecology would help con-
siderably to develop our knowledge on ITV. It seems particularly
important to disentangle for sets of species (core objective in
functional ecology) the relative importance of genetic variabil-
ity vs. the other drivers of ITV (core objective in evolutionary
biology), as the proportion of genetic variation determines
species evolutionary response to global changes (Lavergne et al.,
2010). Simultaneous quantification of genetic and environmen-
tal sources of ITV can be done by coupling field and common
garden experiments (Booth and Grime, 2003; Byars et al., 2007;
Magnani, 2009; Moloney et al., 2009; Scheepens et al., 2010).
In addition, experimentally controlling the genetic source of ITV
to investigate its consequences for the ecological properties of
populations, communities and ecosystems, requires identifying
links between genotypes and phenotypes under various envi-
ronmental conditions. Although genotypes directly influence
trait values (syndromes), it is the trait values that influence indi-
vidual plant interactions. Experiments that have been carried out
so far (e.g. Booth and Grime, 2003; Crutsinger et al., 2006; Ehlers
et al., 2008; Whitlock et al., 2010) used genotypic richness as a
surrogate of ITV measurement, but have not directly assessed
corresponding phenotypic variability (but see Crutsinger et al.,
2009). An ideal direction would thus be to develop gradients of
trait values (“phenotypic gradients”), as was  done by Schluter

(1994) on fishes to investigate interspecific competition. Using
phenotypic gradients driven by genotypic richness will proba-
bly help move the field along to more quantitative traits-based
plant ecology.
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